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PAINTING PROCESS
Uniform S.p.A. uses a modern painting system that can guarantee quality and fast service.
The system allows to automatically paint aluminium bars, frames, plates and accessories with maximum dimensions
of 2400 x 6000 mm.
The painting process is developed in three main phases:
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PRE-TREATMENT Seaside Cycle

Pre-treatment carried out according to the requirements prescribed by the Seaside Cycle, requires a minimum
removal of 2,0 g/m², compared to the basic Qualicoat pre-treatment, which requires a minimum removal of
only 1,0 g/m²; this guarantees better adhesion of the powder to counteract the phenomenon of corrosion.
The products used for the pre-treatment, are all branded Qualicoat and have a low environmental impact.

Immersion tank

Degreasing - immersion in acid solution to remove
superficial oxides (removal of 2 g/m² as required by the
Seaside Cycle) and counteract the phenomenon of filiform
corrosion.
Rinsing - rinse with mains water and demineralised water
to remove any salt residue and even out the electrical
conductivity of the surface.
Chemical conversion - immersion in a chromium-free
solution to improve the adhesion properties of the powder
and subsequent bath in a tank with demineralised water.
Drying - material introduced into the hot air oven.

Hot air oven
Forno ad aria calda

PAINTING PROCESS
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POWDER APPLICATION thermosetting polyester

Polyester powders have a lasting effect and a high barrier effect. They are applied by electrostatic attraction,
thereby ensuring the proper distribution over the entire surface, even in more difficult areas. Uniform S.p.A.
does not use polyurethane powders, but polyester powders due to their proven greater stability and
reliability for architectural applications.
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CROSS-LINKING of the powder in the oven

After applying the powder, the pieces are immediately baked between 180°C and 200°C for 20 minutes.
The time left inside the oven guarantees optimum polymerisation of the powders with the creation of a
solid film.

QUALICOAT TEST METHODS
Uniform S.p.A. regularly performs accelerated ageing and corrosion resistance tests in very critical
atmospheres, regulated according to European legislation and according to the parameters set forth by
the Qualicoat brand.

QUALICOAT is an organisation that manages a quality brand
of aluminium and its alloys for architectural applications.
The results must be verifiable according to certain technical
specifications in order to determine if the painting fulfils the
customer's requirements. The purpose of QUALICOAT is to
provide practical rules to guarantee the quality of paint on
aluminium.

MECHANICAL TESTS
The mechanical tests are intended to verify that there is no detachment and/or cracking in the paint and are performed
daily on 4 finishes so as to monitor any anomalies in the production process.

Adherence of the paint

Coating thickness

The adherence test is performed using a specific
cutter that creates cross-shaped incisions on the
sample. The Qualicoat standard considers the
test as successful when there is no detachment
of the small squares that make up the crosshatch
pattern.

This test is intended to verify the thickness of the paint
deposited on the product and on the plates dedicated to
the mechanical tests of the 4 sample finishes. The Qualicoat
standard requires a minimum thickness of 60 µm. The
average thickness measured on the Uniform samples is about
75-80 µm. 10 readings/hour are taken on the frames and newly
painted bars leaving the polymerisation oven.

Standard EN ISO 2360

Standard EN ISO 2409

QUALICOAT TEST METHODS

Deep drawing test

Bending test

This test is carried out by using a punch that
pushes the plate for 5 mm, thereby creating a
sphere so as to assess the possible occurrence of
cracks/detachment in the paint.

Bending is a mechanical process with which a certain sample is
deformed by applying forces to it. The bent sample is analysed
so as to make sure there are no cracks/detachment in the paint
where mechanical stress is applied.

Standard EN ISO 1520

Standard EN ISO 1519

Acceptability requirements
Brilliance
category

Interval

Variation
allowed

1 opaque

0 - 30

2 semi-opaque
semi-shine

31 - 70

+/- 5 units
+/- 7 units

3 shine

71 - 100

+/- 10 units

Brilliance test

Impact resistance test
This test involves using a weight dropped from a
height to replicate the force of 2,5 Nm at the point
of impact. The sample is analysed so as to make
sure there are no cracks/detachment in the paint.

Standard EN ISO 6272/ASTM D 2794

This test is intended to verify the brilliance of the painted
product by measuring the Gloss. The brilliance of a material
defines whether the final surface is opaque or shine. The
unit of measure to establish the brilliance of a product is
an index defined as Gloss, which ranges from 0 to 100%.
The measurement tool is the Glossmeter, which measures
the intensity of the reflected light, within a small area, on a
reflection angle of 60°C.

Standard EN ISO 2813

QUALICOAT TEST METHODS
CORROSION TESTS

Machu test

Resistance test to acetic salt spray

The Machu test is intended to ascertain the
ability of the sample in question to resist
corrosion following immersion in a highly
corrosive solution. Cross-shaped incisions are
then made on the sample with an appropriate
tool to strip the metal and
immersed
for 48 hours at 37°C in a solution composed of
SALT - ACETIC ACID - OXYGENATED WATER.
According to Qualicoat standards, the corrosion
penetration must not exceed 0,5 mm from the
incisions.

This test verifies the corrosion resistance of the
sample in question. The plate is then incised to
strip the metal and placed for 1000 hours in a
chamber sprayed with a solution composed of SALT ACETIC ACID - OXYGENATED WATER. According to the
Qualicoat standards, no bubbles should appear with a
maximum lifting of 16 mm² every 10 cm cut. In any case,
these alterations cannot penetrate more than 4 mm from the
edges of the above mentioned cut.

P.to 2.11 QUALICOAT Spec 15th ed.

Standard EN ISO 6272/ASTM D 2794

ANTI-CORROSION TREATMENTS
Qualicoat Seaside Pre-treatment
As a standard, to ensure maximum resistance to the phenomenon of filiform corrosion, all Uniform painted products
(profiles, frames, plates, etc.) are pre-treated according to the QUALICOAT SEASIDE directives at no extra cost to the
customer.

Welding “plus”
The corners of frames, shutters and blinds intended for areas
having an aggressive atmosphere (e.g. coastal and urban
areas, industrial areas with strong emissions of combustion
gases, railway areas, etc.) can be welded with a special
technology developed by Uniform that counteracts the
phenomenon of corrosion.
This treatment is called WELDING PLUS and is only executed
upon specific customer request following confirmation
of the offer in addition to the basic QUALICOAT SEASIDE
pre-treatment.

Powder in Class 2
In areas with AASR (Annual Average Solar Radiation)
greater than 5,400 Mj/m² and in particular, in areas with
an aggressive atmosphere (e.g. coastal and urban areas,
industrial areas with strong emissions of combustion gases,
railway areas, etc.), a Class 2 Qualicoat polyester powder
can be used, which compared to Class 1 (standard), offers far
superior resistance to atmospheric agents (especially to sea
salt and UV light), as well as better resistance to corrosion,
thanks to the thicker bonds that form during polymerisation.
The Class 2 powder is only applied upon a specific
customer request, as an alternative to Class 1 powder used
as standard. An offer must be requested for Class 2 powder
to check the price and availability of the desired RAL (the
colour range of Class 2 is more limited than Class 1).
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QUALITAL

to use the quality sign

Si attesta che/This is to certify that
In accordo con il sistema di certificazione 5 (ISO/IEC 17067:2013)
According to certification system 5 (ISO/IEC 17067:2013)
LA QUALITA' DELL'ALLUMINIO VERNICIATO DELLA DITTA
THE QUALITY OF COATED ALUMINIUM OF

UNIFORM S.p.A.
Via Dell'agricoltura 36
37046 MINERBE (VR)

This is to certify that

UNIFORM

è conforme alle specifiche tecniche del QUALICOAT
per applicazioni architettoniche ed è in possesso di una linea conforme alla classe SEASIDE
is conform to Qualicoat Specifications
for architectural purposes and is capable of providing products for SEASIDE class
Licenza QUALICOAT n° 762
QUALICOAT licence n° 762
(Issued on il07.02.2003)
(Rilasciata
07.02.2003)

Via dell'agricoltura, 36
IT – 37046 Minerbe (VR)

Licence number: 762
is capable of providing products meeting the requirements for SEASIDE Class and is authorized to
use the quality sign which is shown above according to the REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF
THE QUALICOAT QUALITY SIGN FOR PAINT, LACQUER AND POWDER COATINGS ON
ALUMINIUM FOR ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS.
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Validity
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verniciatura
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and
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in the
catalogue;la the
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to the absence
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of thedella
paintwork
due to per
exposure
of the dei
manufattitoalle
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determinati
previsto
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i medesimi
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by dall’uso
the intended
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di esercizio
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e azioni
This warranty
certificate
shall become
invalidtutte
as aleresult
of any tampering
or damage
to thedei
integrity
of thedovute
products
due to repairs,
and
violente
(tentativi
di scasso,
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ritenuta
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l’assenza
di manutenzione
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pulizia
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violent actions
(break-in
attempts,
etc.).
The absence
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maintenance
and cleaningordinaria
of the products
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render
the warranty invalid.
IlThis
presente
certificato
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non sitoapplica
ai manufatti
posizionati
all’esterno
dei serramenti
ad esempio
zanzariere,
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warranty
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products
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such as quali
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e/o forniti
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products
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The effects deriving from humidity generated by construction and related activities, such as plastering, painting, drying of castings, etc., or the presence
Sonoofescluse
validitàsuch
del as
presente
certificato
di garanzia
derivanti
da umidità
da attività di cantiere e correlate, quali
industrialdalla
activities,
electro plating,
chemicals,
etc. leareaggressioni
excluded from
the validity
of thisgenerata
warranty certificate.
intonacature, tinteggiature, asciugature di getti, etc, o dalla presenza di attività industriali quali galvaniche, chimiche etc.
All installations made at a distance of less than 200m from the beach and/or in an environment with high UV exposure (above 2000m a.s.l. or in regions
Sonowhere
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presente
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tutte leare
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realizzate
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tali circostanze un’eventuale garanzia decennale dei manufatti potrà essere messa a disposizione previa verifica da parte di Unifom SpA del luogo
choices made.
di installazione e delle scelte tecniche operate.
Defects deriving from deposits, contacts, splashes, presence of building materials or chemical substances, such as cement, mortar, gypsum, lime, etc.
Sonoare
escluse
le difettosità derivati da depositi, contatti, schizzi, presenza in atmosfera di materiali edili o sostanze chimiche quali cemento, malta,
excluded.
gesso, calce, etc.
Furthermore, all defects that are not specifically listed in the „Scope of application“ paragraph, such as loss of shine and/or change of colour, are
Sono inoltre escluse tutte le difettosità che non sono specificatamente elencate nel paragrafo “Campo di applicazione” quali ad esempio la perdita di
excluded.
lucentezza e/o il viraggio cromatico.
Minerbe, 01/01/2017

Uniform Spa
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This 10-year Warranty Certificate refers to
no filiform corrosion appearing on the profiles
for aluminium doors and windows painted by
Uniform S.p.A.

via dell’Agricoltura, 36
37046 Minerbe - Verona, Italy
tel +39 0442 669669
uniform@uniform.it
www.uniform.it

